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Astronomy education research (AER) uses the systematic techniques honed in science education and physics education research to understand what and how students learn about astronomy, and determine how instructors can create more productive learning environments for their students. A recent review of the literature in this area revealed a number of articles that could be classified into four major categories: research into student understanding, research on instructional methods, research on teacher understanding, and descriptions of curriculum materials.

Within the area of student understanding research, a number of topics have been investigated. The most extensive area that has been researched thus far is the shape of Earth (and its relation to gravity). Studies on this topic have included children in grades two through eight and in the United States, Nepal, Israel and the United Kingdom. Investigations into understanding of lunar phases have included students in elementary grades and university, as well as pre-service teachers, all in the U.S. Understanding of seasons is studied for university students and teachers in the U.S., while understanding diurnal motion (the day/night cycle) includes those populations plus elementary students. Investigations in astrobiology and cosmology have begun with U.S. secondary and university students. The Astronomy Diagnostic Test (ADT) has been developed and administered to university students across the U.S.

As an example of the research literature review, we will elaborate on the shape of Earth research. In 1976, Nussbaum and Novak interviewed second grade students about Earth’s shape. Although many students initially responded with the answer "round," deeper probing revealed that "round" does not always mean "round like a ball." The researchers found five different notions that represent the students' mental models of Earth's shape. These results were similarly found using multiple-choice instruments with Israeli students in several grades (Nussbaum 1979) as well as in Nepali students (Mali & Howe 1979). Klein (1982) and Sneider & Pulos (1983) further expanded these results across grade levels and student populations. Targeted instructional methods were investigated by Nussbaum & Sharoni-Dagan (1983). Investigations by Jones, Lynch & Reesink (1987) and Baxter (1989) confirmed similar results. Vosniadou & Brewer (1992) expanded the classification criteria and mental models in their investigations.

Students' understanding of lunar phases and of seasons was first made public by the video A Private Universe (Schneps 1989). Studies by Stahly, Krockover & Shepardson (1999), Lindell (2001), and Trundle, Atwood & Christopher (2002) demonstrate that the most common misconception about the cause of the lunar phases is what is commonly called the "eclipse model." In this model, students
believe the phases are caused by the Moon moving in and out of Earth’s shadow, allowing some portion of the sunlight to be blocked. Fanetti (2001) believes this can be traced to a poor understanding of size and scale.

Instruction method investigations include personalized system of instruction (Zeilik 1974), collaborative group learning (e.g., Adams & Slater 2002), conceptual-based courses (Zeilik et al. 1997; Zeilik, Schau & Mattern 1999), and the use of planetarium instruction (e.g., Reed & Campbell 1972).

Callison & Wright (1993) studied the effectiveness of using three-dimensional models to instruct on lunar phases, while Barnett & Morran (2002) studied project-based instruction. Several of the previously described studies on student understanding of lunar phases included instructional aspects (Lindell 2001; Stahly, Krockover & Shepardson 1999; Trundle, Atwood & Christopher 2002). Abell and colleagues describe the effectiveness of using observation projects to help pre-service teachers understand lunar phases (Abell, George & Martini 2001; Abell, Martini & George 2002).

Several of the studies described above use pre-service and/or in-service teachers as their study population. Barba & Rubba (1992) investigated the differences in knowledge levels between in-service ("expert") and preservice ("novice") teachers. Slater (1993) examined the effectiveness of constructivist strategies in teacher professional development in astronomy.

A large number of articles describing specific curriculum materials or activities can be found throughout the literature. A summary of these pieces is beyond the scope of this work; however, an extensive bibliography of such activities can be found at the Astronomical Society of the Pacific’s education website.

To date, few astronomy concepts have been investigated in any depth; consider in comparison the extensive literature base in physics education research. Furthermore, few instructional strategies and curriculum materials have been rigorously examined for their effectiveness in helping students learn astronomical concepts. Future efforts should focus on expanding these areas in terms of both topics and student populations, as well as developing effective strategies to prepare astronomy teachers.
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